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Abstract—Integrated power converters suffer from
overheating when they operate under extreme conditions. To
prevent destructive breakdown an over-temperature protection
(OTP) circuit is usually designed along with circuits, which
restricts the chip temperature within a threshold level. From a
design standpoint, OTP output should vary within a limit range
throughout the whole process corners in order to support the
chip's reliability. The paper presents an OTP circuit design to
limit fluctuations in triggering and reset points by reducing the
comparator errors. Simulated results revealed the designed
OTP circuit can reach less than 10 % variation over 300
different corners.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over-temperature protection is an important function block
in the integrated circuit, especially for power converters.
Over-heating of a power converter may cause destructive
breakdown when thermal instability of the device occurs.
Moreover, over-heating reduces the product lifetime, due to
the acceleration of failure mechanisms, and furthermore,
over-heating is uncomfortable to the users [1,2].When the
chip temperature exceeds a predetermined value, the
comparator inside the OTP should be triggered to either
power down or restart the circuit to avoid any possible
damage [3-7]. In this paper, we present an improved version
of protection circuit based on the reduction of comparator
errors inside the OTP circuits. Two integrated temperature
detectors was designed in comparisons and verify in fullcorner simulations.

II. OTP CIRCUIT DESIGN
To implement over-temperature protection requires a
voltage measurement over temperature variations. A typical
OTP circuit is shown in Fig. 1. A two-stage open-loop
common-source amplifier, functioned as a comparator, was
employed to drive two sets of transmission gates. By setting
VA ≧ VB in the non-protection state, OTP is low, and VB is
equal to Votp1. Vbe gradually decreases as the temperature
rises. When VA ≤ VB, the OTP point is flipped to open the
transmission gate such that VB is equal to Votp2. When the
temperature drops from high to low, and hence the VA
voltage below Votp2, the temperature protection is released.
I1 can be generated from a band-gap reference and considered
a relatively constant value. The PNP current, Ic, can be
derived as follows,
Ic = I1 = Is*exp (Vbe / (K0*T/q)
(1)
, where Is is the saturation current of bipolar transistors, and
Vbe is the base-emitter junction voltage, K0 is the Boltzmann
constant, and q is the charge of electrons. (1) can re-ordered
to be equal to (2) as follows,
Vbe = (K0 * T / q) *ln (I1 / Is).
(2)
and therefore, the designed OTP triggering and reset points,
Ttriggering and Treset, are derived accordingly to be
Ttriggering = Vopt1/(K0/q*ln(I1/Is))
(3)
Treset = Vopt2/(K0/q*ln(I1/Is))
(4)
Figure 2 shows the simulated OTP triggering and reset
points over 300 different corners. The dispersion over 60
degree Celsius was obtained due to the fact that the values of
Vopt2 and Vopt1 fluctuate with corners. In addition, the
overlapped points between triggering and reset points may
cause OPT malfunctions in the circuits.

Fig. 2(a) Full-corner simulated OTP triggering points and (b) reset
points (unit in Celsius)
Fig. 1 A typical over temperature protection circuit schematic

III. PROPOSED OTP CIRCUIT
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Consider a modified OTP circuit as shown in Fig. 3. I1 and
I2 are the bias current supplied by the band-gap references.
When the temperature rises, Vbe of the PNP transistor

gradually decreases. When VA ≤ VB, the comparator is
reversed, OTP is high, and Pmos1 is off. When the
temperature drops from high to low, VA gradually increases,
and while VA ≥ VB, OTP releases. These two temperature
related turning points can be derived as in (5) and (6),
respectively, from which, they are designed based on the
current differences and no longer affected by the voltage
fluctuations, as shown in (3) and (4).

IV. SUMMARY
Design of over temperature protection circuits is addressed
in this paper. An improved architecture based on comparing
current differences instead of two dispersed voltage levels
were designed and verified with full-corner simulations. The
simulated results show that the maximum variation is within
10 % across 300 different corners.
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